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HANG UPS 
SOME COMMON HANGUPS OF PEOPLE WHO 

ORGANIZE O'rHER PEOPLE I.N'fO COMMUNI'fiES 

Two Dc.iin\itons: 
1. PEOPLE: Men, Women, girls, boys who need to breathe, 
eat. love, be loved, sleep, learn, forget, and grow the 
world over. Everyone who reads this paper is a people. 

2. COMMUNITY: A group of PEOPLE {see above) which has 
discovered that all the peOple in the group have common 
interests, common experiences, and have developed a co~
mon language, Having these three things in common, all 
the people decide to trust, love, communicate and aot 
as a solid unit in moving toward their community's com
mon interest--whether it is food, fresh air to breathe, 
roads, better schools, or a more democratic form ox· 

overnment. 

Two kincl.,. of Org~n\ting 
The process of organizing people into communities, as young 
people have come to know it, is new to most of us. It is 
much different from what paid social "agents 11 (not people) 
do to people they work on. Current books and college 
courses on 11 community organizing" have no relationship to 
what most young organizers are now doing in the field. 

I-I ow Did Thi' 'Ntw Kincl of Organh\ng DtveloP? 
The student movements of the early sixties influenced, to 
a great degree, the development ot this new organizing pro• 
cess. The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and 
then the Students for a Democratic Society learned much 
from the techniques of the radical labor organizers of the 
thirties and forties • 
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These organizers 

* placed high value on treating peopLe as 
people (not as "cases"): 

* developed the style of complete personal 
commitment and honest communication; 

* adopted the methQd of organizing against 
local or national power blocks; 

* set the goal of building strong ~ 
leadership and independent political 
forces (i.e. a new community) in places 
where there' has been self despair and 
no political activity. 

Compare these values, styles, methods and goals with those 
promoted by college social work courses; the Government's 
anti-poverty program; and older liberal groups. These 
established groups teach their organizers to 

* maintain objectivity with their "cases;" 

* develop professional commitment and one 
way communication; 

* organize a consensus within existing 
political forces; 

* achieve more se:t'vice programs to keep 
"those people" quiet. 

Two DtFFERENT VtEWS OF PEoPLE AND Co\AMUNlTt(S 

The male or female organizer who subscribes to the newer 
style sees himself as no different from the people he works 
with. Therefore he has faith in their talents and leadership 
just as he has faith in himself. 

The agency organizer sees a wide gulf between himself, as 
an agent, and the "cases" he works with. He has been taught 
to maintain his objectivity and professional detachment. 
Therefore he develops little faith in the talents or leader
ship of his "cases"--and usually loses what faith he has in 
his own creative talents. 

• 

• 

• 
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The new organizer believes that some people are poor 
because of what the 11SJ'Stem" has done to them-not 
because of their own personal "weaknesses." 

Compare this view with the older, agency organizer who 
believes that the system is always right, but some people 
have just not been able to find their place in it. Therefore 
we should "organize" them into the system on to COIDiuni ty' 
Action Boards (but just one third of "those people" on 
the Board, please!) settlement house programs ("Aren't 
the little girls' pigtails cute?") and so forth. 

The new organizer believes in the definition of "communitJ'" 
which is at the beginning of this paper. He feels that 
there is no community until people w1th common interests 
and experiences develop a common language to express them
selves. And it ~s his job to help them work out this 
common language. 

The old organizer, on the other hand, feels that a community 
already exists. The problem is that some people have not 
become a part of it because of their own weaknesses. 

The chart on the next page may help us understand why people 
have such a hard time talking about.-community organizing 
these days. They are usually talking about two totally 
different things! 

-------------------------

f.languPs of 
Even though the newer style of organizing allows the organizer 
to be more honest with himself, it still creates many 
problems tor him. 

This booklet is to help the new-style organizer prevent, 
understand and deal with some of these hangups. The nine 
hangups described in the booklet $re: 

INTRUDER . . . . . . . . .. MAN I PUlA TOR. . . . . 
LEr tAe PEDt-L£ DEciDE ........ BluES .. 
ANTi -- TH£OR.Y •••••• ~oR GET As our -M£ .. 
Jo\.\N JEHOVAt-l ...... WE- Tw£Y ........ . 

. . t\Ot-LY GAEEN ~GeAMT •. " ... . 

--~ 



Two 
ProPlE 

Faith in People (myself) 

System causes poverty 

Community means People 
with common interests, 
experiences and 
language 
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C O""MONlTI E S 

Fear of People 
(no faith in them 

or myself) 
"Those people" should 
find place in system 

Community means 
geographical area 

r 

t~ 
To Two DIFFERENT LeAD 

People are people VALU E.S People are "those Jeople" 

Personal oommi tment; 
- ~est two-way communica

tion; people-people 
STYLES 

Conflict organizin~ M 
Organizing against power Elf..l ODS 

blocks; political organiz-
ing 

New leadershi~ 
Independent political 

forces 
AIMS 

Professional commitment; 
Stilted, one-way communication 

Agents-cases 

Consensus organizing; 
Organizing within existing 
power blocks; non-po]tical 

organizing 

More services by same 
old political 

forces and leadership 

• 

• 

• 
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INTRUDEI\ It\~ SHORT-liMER HANGUP 
One of the most common story plots is the intruder plot. A 
story with an intruder plot is usually about a town, fam1ly 
or some fairly stable grouping of people, coasting along in 
its own peculiar fashion. Then somebody intrudes. The story 
is about how this intrusion affects the town or family. 
3HANE, THE RAINMAKER, ELMER GANTRY {Burt Lancaster likes 
intruder roles), PICNIC and THE" MUSIC MAN are all based on 
intruder plots. · 

Sailors call a man who is only going to be on board for a 
two-year-hitch a "short-timer." They say he has a short
timer's attitude toward the rest of the crew, the captain 
and the ship. 

When we go into a community, most of us are not as sure of 
ourselves as Burt Lancaster when he plops into the middle 
of a town and announces, "Here I am to save the day!" First, 
we're not sure how long we're going to be there, and we 
feel that the rest of the community is saying that we 
have a "short-timer's" attitude toward them. And, second, 
we're not sure if and how we'll save the day • 

Burt never seems to worry about the fact that he will only 
be there for a short time. And he always seems to know 
exactly what needs to be done. 

When we worry about how long we'll be on board, it prevents 
us from making personal promises to people we're not sure we 
can keep. And it makes us feel guilty for being able to leave 
the poor community anytime we want to {particularly if we are 
from a comparatively rich background), and we know the people 
we are working with are "stuck" there forever. {Of course 
they may not feel stuck--it's we who feel stuck.) 

When we worry about if and how we'll save the day, we are 
really worrying about our own skills as organizers. In the 
case of the young organizer, much of this is based on his 
youth. He is just not sure of what he wants to do with his 
own life. And even 1f he is, he is not sure Q2! to do it 
because he is still learning. 

Now anybody that has ever watched Burt Lancaster come boppin' 
into a town knows that he doesn't have intruder hangups. And 
he doesn't have short-timer hangups. Because he knows what 
he wants to do and he knows how to do it. Of course he is 
an intruder. Of course he is a short-timer. 

All organizers are intruders, just as a grain of sand is an 
intrud(;:£' in an oyster. The oyster must deal with this 
intrusion--and sometimes it does so by coating the grain until 
it becomes a pearl. 
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Of course organizers are intruders. Our objective is change, 
and if we do not intrude on the existing systems which are 
operating to keep a community from forming, then we are not 
doing our job. 

So part of the solution to the intruder and short-timer 
hangup (besides deciding about our own values and goals) 
is t o: 

1. Accept our role of intruder. 
2. Figure out what our job is. 

This leads us to the next two hangups, "Let the People 
Decide" and "Anti-Theory." 

LET Tw£ PEOPlE DEt\DE ~ANGVP 
It just one-tenth of the time that has been spent by "organizers" 
telling eaoh other to "let the people decide" had been spent 
out in the fiel d talking with "the people," the poor of this 
country would probably be organized by now. "Let the people 
decide" became a motto of SDS shortly after it was formed and 

• 

began to work i n poorer areas. But it soon became popular • 
as an excuse tor not making decisions, not dealing with 
our own insecurities, not dealing with our lack of knowledge 
about how our country runs, and not dealing with our inexperience 
as organizers. 

It was always much easier for us to say, "Well, we can't 
make any decisions here because there are no people here," 
(we're people, aren't we?) than it was to say, "I feel scared 
because I don' t understand what I 1m supposed to be doing." 

Ot course the people will deci4e. We don't need to let them. 
The people, including you and me, will decide, in the long 
run no matter who lets us. The problem is getting accurate 
information t o make decisions from. The problem is under
standing how power works in this country so that decisions oan 
be carried out after they are made--by people. 

Perhaps the real problem is developing the courage to make 
and carry out the hard decisions. 

Somet1mes "let the people decide" was given as a piece of 
wise advice from a "veteran organizer" to a new organizer who 
was teaching new ideas t o t he people he was working wi th. 
Sometimes organizers with good ideas which "the people" had 
every right to know about, but whioh they had been conscious ly 
prevented from knowing by the schools, churches, press and 
other brain-washing institutions in this country, have been 
soared into not talking about these ideas. • 
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We, as human beings and brothers and sisters to the other 
people in this world, do not have the right to keep our ideas 
to ourselves. If we know a life-saving fact (such as where to 
find a poison antidote) we have a moral obligation to tell 
our brother or sister whose life is in danger (someone who 
has been poisoned) that fact. 

Rather than claiming we are not "people" and therefore 
can't decide anything, we should analyze more closely the 
reasons why we young organizers have been afraid to talk 
and write about our ideas. 

ANTI- THEORY J-IANG UP 
Why have organizers in their 20's and 30's been so afraid or 
studying political, social, economic, organizing and 
revolutionary history and theory? Why are we afraid to talk 
and write about these ideas? 

It is not because we don't believe in scientific theory. 
Our generation has learned the usefulness or studying a 
system, developing an explanation for how forces within 
that system interact (that is, a scientific theory) based 
on the evidence from our study, then continuously updating 
the theory as new evidence is discovered or developed in 
scientifically controlled settings. 

We know that it is quackery for one person, whether he is 
a doctor, lawyer, or teacher, to mess with the life of 
another person, unless the "expert" has some theoretical 
training and understanding. And yet there are many of us 
who have begun organizing other people, deeply messing in 
their lives, without any kind or theory about how our own 
social system operates. 

Why has our generation accepted the theory of non-theory? 

the Y~cllt4l (hfOmQlQmt !~~~c:;~~:s~~~~~~. ~he Greek 

I n every society there are radicals--people who believe in 
and work toward changing the roots of its social system so 
t hat it opera tes for the well-being or everyone, not just a 
privileged group. Radical ideas and methods are carried from 
generation to generation by what we'll call an "r-chromosv!lle." 
It usually needs three favorable conditions to carry on th~ 
radical strain to the next generation. 

1) A number of people setting examples by acting 
on their radical convictions 

2) Availability of written radical ideas 
3) Some respectable sanction of these activities 

and ideas. 
Here we are interested in Why this r-chromosome has had such 
a rough trip from our parents• generation to ours. 
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I-I£ADLINES OuR PARENTS RE~o 
(To serve as a quick rem1n 
er of the ups and downs 
of radical 1deas and 
act1v1t1es dur1ng our 
parents• days, 1917-

1941.} 

• 

• 

• 
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LlFE A MusHROOM CLoun 
HEADLINES YOUNG ORGANIZERS READ DURING OUR FORMATIVE 

1911·11'1 NEWS (Note the military 
reactions of our I ~4141- 'I s- Tl M£ S 

'TitUMAN SAYS L£r lt£DS 
AND NA'Zt\ f'(ft.L 

government to the F. D/ £ . .,.~ 
"peace' after ww II) . D.A. .S' 1 nUNIA N 

EA.C.M DT~£A D~~ TAkES OV£ R 
ATOM Ru~~iAtH 
Ba~a o .. t.-at 
RtSEAI<.~ 6a~n,~V\\ 

5tll:,.~n c{ 
B&taUN ----- ru,.,.,-"'r.J. G~"· 6rellf~ Pt>r!Vr- 2;.,, 
In C.h• rcje. 

fDR F'ont~ 5"\YS irt {9~, 
to t.a"-& H~1 "Russi :1 c.ns 

lt'-e e"~~Y 4~ V. P.- 9'y 
1 Pld tftf Pr"o- Preferred. 
~.td" WAS CCIII. W•ll~c.e.. 
d .. c.r~.. ... .. GcHi"~ o/J. fila*" IJII~tS. 

Sera~te 
.Sr'C~c.~ 

7 /2..~/'fl 

"Le:t -n.~ 
k •.l l a~ 
..,AIVY i/, 
Posst61~" 

Str4feiy 
of u.s. 
£, td/lli~J.,., 
1 n diH.r~~ff, 
f4~ Ve.2l~J.. 

ISif'- I TIMES VC-DAY 
Musso};.,i 

t<~lle&. 

fl,f/f.r 
Oe.t.P 

'
1IroY\ 
urfaiW\'' 

r.oaN£0 

'~10 l'r~c:t•l< /i,0-us""'Ds -
o/e.ra.nc.e W o W1,.111 C.lail 

ancl. live fo-. drnt ki~tl 
.gt..~ i .. r~ ... ..., ... W'\~c\. 

· .SO I-I£ADLIN6 t~IL TlM&S 

t,'lc c C~r~ll :y 
011'\1'1\'1 cs 

W~Ut.."' 3/50 

Ar-r~ y oF 
Coo~T~ies ~ro~ 
U.5. 5_R . -l/~7 
e~~F"'-' floJJ;IIo~~. 
M.ilt ·1,,.'1 Ar 0 

Note: The Cold War and Its Origins, by Professor D. F. 
fi'1 P.mm1 na- nf' Vanr'l ..,..,..f\1 1 t-. Tln" v 1 o o .,.,..,..(! ann,..,.,..,. 

\ 
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our C.Olcl· war Pab\um 
These military reactions on the part of our government 
to the post-war situation became part of our dally child
hood diet. During our early school days and puberty we 
read and heard our parents talking about the "Iron Curtain," 
~he Cold War," "BrinksDi.anship," and then the violent 
McCarthy polson of the early '50's. 

Although our country's Declaration of Independence and 
Bill of Rights have inspired radicals all over the world: 
although radicals led the fight for the abolition of slavery. 
for the improvement of mass education, the defeat of fascism, 
and the guarding of civil liberties; during the 1950's 
when most of us were reading our first newspapers and books 
we did not hear about any radical activities in this country. 

Instead, we read about a United States Senator named 
Joseph McCarthy going on a "commie-hunting" campaign across 
the country. We did not know that a "communist" was a 
rad1cat-who believed that the economic system of our 
country forces vast numbers of people here and all over 

• 

the world to live in terrible poverty, and that the way to • 
fight poverty was to change the economic system. We 
never were told what communism was all about. All we 
heard was that it was bad. 

And we saw on TV official blessings given to book-burning, 
book-banning, and the imprisonment of radical teachers 
and 'WI'i ters. Even certain folk songs and singers became 
suspect. Hollywood was under attack. Terrorism increased. 
Old friends became suspicious of each other--then turned 
against each other. We saw, but we didn't understand, 
the three conditions for the successful passing on of the 
"r-chromosome 11 get picked off--ub-one, uh-two, uh-three. 

During our adolescence we could not know that this madness 
may be caused by the people who make money from our large 
corporations, who did not like the ideas that were being 
spread around the world by "radicals." All we knew was that 
it was better to keep our mouths shut, don't use certain 
words, and don't read certain books. 

And so there was a generation of radicals that did not 
happen. And we, the children of this silent decade, thought 
we had to provide our own radical history, since we had 
none to go on. We started this in the student civil rights 
movements of the early sixties, and the anti-war and campus 
movements that are picking up steam now. 
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But we are not the first radicals in history. And we do 
not need to learn everything by experience. We can also 
learn some things from books--books about the great labor 
struggles in America, Marx and Engels' economic analyses 
and theories, Lenin's theories of imperialism and organiza
tion, and Jefferson-Jacksonian theories of democracy and 
histories of revolutions around the world will all help 
us to develop our own theories to explain what we experience 
daily in the field. 

Of course we have hangups about reading certain theories 
and histories--because we have been raised during a decade 
in which, in spite of the First Amendment, dissent in this 
country was socially and legally outlawed. 

But freedom is a constant struggle. And just because the 
words that most of the world uses to talk about radical 
activities and ideas hawbeen declared off-limits, it does 
not mean that we should regress to some primitive sign 
language, or some beautiful, smiling , loving, flower-
tossing stage. · 

~AN CUP 
God is all-knowing, all powerful, ever-present. So are some 
organizers. At least they see themselves this way. 

It is easy to fall into this trap. If one goes into an 
area where people have been isolated from new ideas, methods 
and people, an org8nizer can meet all these needs. He 
starts driving people around, playing with their children, 
answering their questions, and solving their problems. 
Pretty soon, people want to name their children after him. 
Husbands/wives become jealous of him/her. 

In short, during the organizer's honeymoon period, he 
becomes God. 

This adoration sometimes goes to an organizer's head-
and he becomes John Jehovah. He bops all over the place, 
doing things for people. Then, on the seventh day, he 
rests. He looks around and discovers he has organized 
his own little community--in His own little image. 

Remember the definition of community--a group of people 
with common experiences, common interests and a common 
language. Well, when an organizer creates a community :\.n 
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h1s own image, 1t usually is not based on the two basic 
foundations of common interests and common experiences. 
Everyone may be talking John's language, but John Jehovah 
has not had all the experiences and interests of the 
rest. 

We sometimes become John Jehovah& because we rarely get 
the opportunity in other settings. And we all like to 
be loved and depended upon. 

But we can't teach anybody anything by doing it all ourselves, 
And we can't help develop a common language for a community 
until we discover what its common interests and experiences 
are. 

FoRGET AaouT ME J-IANGUP 
Many inexperienced organizers throw themselves into their 
work so completely that they physically and emotionally burn 
themselves out in one or two years. This is caused by 

1) Not understanding our own importance to the 
movement. 

2) Never having done anything so important 
before in our lives. 

3) Getting too wrapped up 1n other peoples' 
problems. 

4) And sometimes, because we don't like 
ourselves. We want to destroy ourselves or 
become "workho~se martyrs," 

"Forget about me, I'll work all night on this pamphlet •••• 
I'll go here •••• I'll do that." 

Signs of the "forget about me " hangup are easy to spot. 
Organizers usually begin to dress sloppily and come later 
and l a ter to meetings, as they lose their self discipline. 

We have become so used to submerging ourselves, to con
stantly working for the interests of others, that we have 
forgotten that we have bodies, minds, and souls ~rhich 
need to be taken care of. 

We are important. We must take care of ourselves. We 
must rest, recreate, read, and ruminate. It is important 
to our sense of balance. And we do nobody any good by 
burning ourselves out. 

• 

• 
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M ANI PULATO~ HANGUP 
Manipulation is one of those words that has developed a 
very evil connotation, like propaganda and social planning. 
I t used to mean the 11 artful management of people" but 
more recently manipulation means the "tricky, deceitful 
management of others." 

Many good organizers of the new school, who have seen the 
r esults of our· social system's manipulation of poor people, 
have sworn a vow against manipulation (instead of the 
social system). Their fear of deceiving someone has 
sometimes been carried to ridiculous extremes--to the 
p~int where they are afraid of influencing people. 

These organizers believe that anytime they do anything 
t hey must tell all the possible alternatives and give a 
completely balanced and objective view. If such an 
organizer is talking to someone who has not read much, 
he must be even more careful. In .fact, maybe he shouldn't 
tell them any ideas, because he doesn't know about the 
oppos1te viewpoint and it should get a fair hearing. 
Haybe he shouldn't even be in the same room with somebody else 
because his presence may influence h1m. 

3ome organizers get so hung-up about mnaipulation they 
never say a word. They gradually retreat into a corner 
which becomes darker and darker. Their silence, or course, 
is very manipulative. 

If we were to analyze our social actions we would find we 
are continually planning, propagandizing and artfully 
managing people. All we can do is to try to understand 
our own blind spots and be honest about our own goals 
and values. 

The people will take care of themselves. 

"We're in the same boat, brother 
/ And if you shake one end 

You're going to rock the other 
It's the same boat, brother." 

• 
The folks, the local people, the beautiful people are they. 
We are staff, field men, goof-offs, young people, field 
secretaries, neighborhood workers, outsiders, professional 
community development specialists, whites, Northerners, 
agitators, foreigners, intruders and, most important 
non-people. 
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~ adore they. They are so lovely and strong, living in 
their poverty. Let's sit and listen all night to their 
problems. Don't show them how to get organized to solve 
their problems. Rather, let us admire them. 

Get oft it! They're people. We're people. We're all 
people. Communities are made up of people, remember? 
After we find out what our common interests are--after 
we have some common experiences, and after we have been 
able to construct a common language which will make sense 
out of these experiences and interests, then we'll have a 
community. 

But this can't happen as long as ~keep perceiving, thinking 
talking and acting as if ~hey were our children, parents, 
cops, therapists, criminals, or patients--or as if ~ 
were their parents, children, cops, therapists, or criminals. 

JolLY GREEN GlANT HANGUP 

• 

This is also sometimes called the Sargent Shriver Hangup. 
It is characterized by a constant, nagging thought about 
"the money might get cut off." It is particularly prevalent • 
in the u.s. Government's War Against Poverty, but it is 
also found in areas in which organizers get their money 
from some of the larger foundations--such as Ford, CIA, 
Field, Southern Regional Council, etc. 

It seems particularly stupid to labor under this hangup, 
since the idea of organizing is to free people from having 
to worry a~out this hangup--such as getting cut off welfare 
if they speak out. 

This hangup often gets mixed up with the anti-theory 
hangup we discussed earlier. This has led some of us to 
believe that the u.s. Government is not completely serious 
in its War Against Poverty. 

BLUES l-IANGUP 
Everyone gets the blues. But the organizer's blues are 
the worst blues of all. 

Organizing has more disappointment, more discouragement, 
more knock-out blows to one's ega than any other job you 
can think of. Organizing against the system that brain
washes and hog-ties people in our country is particularly 
frustrating. 
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Usually we are strong enough to ride through these blues. 
If we have people we can talk freely with, and. if we have 
some social theory to help us understand the long view of 
where we were, where we are, and where we're going, we 
can usually get over the blues in a day or two. 

But sometimes the organizer's blues hang on. Then we 
look for answers inside a bottle or pot; or we go on 
more and more frequent vacations "to get ourselves together." 
Except we always feel twice as bad when we get back to 
work. 

When blues hang on, it 1s usually because we ~ave been 
dishonest with someone close ·to us. Sometimes they have 
done something that made us mad--but we never said anything 
about 1t. 

Sometimes the blues hang on because we are plumb scared to 
death. But we don't tell anyone about that. 

Coui\AtaE To Be FRE;. 

In fact, all the hangups are caused because we are scared. 
And the only known antidote for fear is the courage to 
work ln spite of the fear • 
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by Alan McSurely 

Including How to Prepare for Negotiations, 
Role Playing, Making Threats Believable, 
and Where to Meet Your Opponent 

And MORE ••••••• 
*Special Rates for Movement Groups are 10 for ~2.00 

10 for $4.00 
25¢ Pamphlets 
50¢ Pamphlets 

Order ·roday FROM 
._s_o--u-=THERN CONFERENCE EDUCATIONAL FUND , lNC. 
3210 West Broadway 
Louisville. Kentucky 40211 

Please specify number of pamphlet and quantity 
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